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Have you ever wondered which LEGOÂ® minifigure had the first double-sided head? Or which one

was the first to have a printed torso or peg leg? Discover all the answers to these questions and

more in DK's I Love That Minifigure!Meet more than 200 amazing LEGO minifigures and find out

what makes each one special. With stunning images and informative annotations, this encyclopedia

features the most unique minifigures in amazing detail â€” all accompanied by fascinating facts and

trivia that bring them to life.Perfect for LEGO fans and collectors of all ages, I Love That Minifigure!

is the official guide to the rarest and most desirable minifigures.LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and

Knob configurations and the Minifigure are trademarks of the LEGO Group. Â© 2015 The LEGO

Group. Produced by DK Publishing under license from the LEGO Group.
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This is not a book for the serious collector, although they may want the Zombie Skateboarder.This is

a fun look at Lego minifigures in all their variety and history.This book takes a loving look at these

little figures from the first to current.This is not a comprehensive catalogue but an overview

designed for younger readers or to share with an adult.My grandson and I spent a happy hour

looking at the pictures, talking about the minifigures.The format is chapters on a type, townspeople,

space, Halloween are examples.Each page has one large illustration the text tells us what makes it



unique, what set(s) it is in and other facts.Most pages have a second and/or third figure showing

another version or a companion figure.All illustrations are in full color, type is large and easy to

read.A fun book designed to be enjoyed with a child, what more could you ask for?

I love LEGO minifigures--they always make me smile--and I truly love this book about them. I LOVE

MINIFIGURES is an official, LEGO-sanctioned book that contains a lot of solid, factual information

about each of the pictured rare and popular minifigures (introductory date, time, place; numbers of

sets that include the minifigures; rarity of each minifigure on a scale of 1 to 5; detailed descriptions

of everything--printing, stickers, hats, etc.--that will identify a particular minifigure as a genuine

LEGO minifigure).For those who collect LEGO minifigures, this is a reference book. For those who

are simply minifigure fans (like myself), this is a fun, entertaining read. It lets me become an

"armchair collector" who can look at, admire, and enjoy the very best of the LEGO minifigures

without committing time and money to actual collecting.A marvelous "book extra" is the genuine

Zombie Skateboarder minifigure that's packed inside (and peeking out of) the book's front cover.

The minifigure is cute, is poseable, and can be removed from the skateboard. The skateboard even

has wheels that turn. Because LEGO minifigures retail for about $4 each, this bonus figure

effectively reduces the book price for collectors and fans alike.This book would make a great gift for

a LEGO fan of any age.

I purchased this Lego book as a Christmas gift. I am a NLS (Non-Lego Spouse). For those that do

not know what that means - I am a spouse of an AFOL (Adult Fan of Lego) who does not build or

enthuse about Legos. Basically, I go to the Lego events with my husband and support his love of

Legos.. My husband loves Legos and was excited when the this book came out because he collects

the minifigures. You would not believe it, but there is actually a book for every minifigure ever

released... this book in-compasses all of those minifigures into ONE book. I knew when I saw this

that he would need it and I was right! This book comes with a minifigure and lists all the minifigures

available up to the release of this book. This makes the fifth book in his Lego collection I believe. He

was excited to have received this book.This book was purchased by me with no discount given.

This review is of my honest opinion.

i bought this for my grandson for christmas , omg he loved it we didnt see him for two days he loves

mini figures and this book at his tender age of 9 just loved it, if your kid or grandkid loves legos he

will love this book . it is very well done, well written. it came fast with the shipping. he has enjoyed it



over and over, i plan on buying him many more or this collection so he has something he can keep

and maybe sell one day to get threw college or sell and buy a house. or just keep. there are many of

these books out there but i think it is wonderful to build him a library . So buy it,

I bought one for my 9 year old and one for his best friend. The mommies and boys all had fun

looking through the book and reading the little Lego Facts. The minifig is cute and comes with a

skateboard. The book is well laid out and makes it fun to see if you have any of the minifigs in this

little minfigure biography. We especially liked the rarity ratings - the more minifig heads the figure

has listed means it is more rare. The kids had fun comparing their minifig ratings. Overall, I would

definitely recommend this book for any Lego Fan.

I bought this as a reference book for my lego minifigure collection. It covers a lot of minifigures. The

special thing about this book is the special edition zombie skateboarder that is included with the

book. The little guy is packaged in the "A" of the word THAT in the title. While not all of the

minifigures are covered in this, there is a wide selection talked about. I like the little bits of info

included with the colorful photos of the figures.

My 3 year old FLIPPED OUT when we got this for him for Christmas. It was, and is, his favorite gift

by far. We weren't super thrilled with the "zombie" skateboarder, but he loves it, and isn't scared by

it or anything, so se la vie. This book is super fun for ages 3-14 (I say that because my 14 year old

loves looking through it too. It is by no means completely comprehensive, and the information given

about each figure is sometimes really random, but it's fun for kids to look through. Great gift for a

Lego fan kid!
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